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EDITOR’S NOTE

June 2019
My dear reader, how are you.

Moon could not be used to have one Eid in a country.

Before I write about the Moon, and
rest of the topics, I must share with you
an obituary. Brig Muhammad Akhtar
Khan, our senior member, a war veteran
Bakhtiar
and an experienced scholar and writer
th
left this world on 14 May. My mentor
since 1979-80, a high achiever by any account, will be
remembered for long. Please see first article on him. It
is titled, ‘
’ by Col Hamid. Sure, there will
be more on him by his seniors and juniors, both in civil
and the armed forces.

Pakistan is in a tangle of power struggle. Its geostrategic
significance has become vulnerability, for it is weak.
Situated at the confluence of two continents and right at
the mouth of energy rich Gulf, demands from Pakistan
to be much stronger amongst the middle-sized countries.
Post 1991 world was termed as unipolar world, after Bush
enunciated NWO in 1990. The sort of balance of power
in bi-polar world had vanished with dire consequences
for Pakistan in Unipolar world. The US and India were
now strategic partners, and Pakistan a fundamentalist
country with a nuclear (Islamic) bomb. The world is
now transforming into multipolar world. The NWO
is being replaced by Sino WO; the new phrases are
OBOR, CPEC, ‘energy security’ and ‘String of Pearls’
in the region. India figures far more prominent, may it
be US-China equation or Hydrocarbon rich Gulf and
KSA – Iran conflict. It is only in 2017 that China built
a base at Djibouti with 10,000 strong marines. And the
USA continues to occupy Afghanistan.2 Please study
From the Desk of Chairman. It provides a concise and
incisive summary. Internal cohesion and political will
is the need of the hour.

The Moon and Earth are almost of same age; Planet
earth, 4.5 Ca (billion years) and its sole satellite is 4.53
Ca (Dalrymple, 1991). There were simple methods
like this equation, and modern radiometric methods.1
Age of Earth =

Total sodium in Ocean
Annual influx of Sodium from rivers

The man to fight on moon sighting, came much later.
The Ministry of Science and Technology launched its
Lunar Year Calendar with lot of fanfare and at the cost
of antagonizing Mufti Muneeb and his clan. However,
govt of KPK officially declared its Eid a day earlier than
that of Federal Govt, rest of the Country and its 14 days
old Lunar Calendar. Too difficult to learn when we, as a
people love prejudices like values or more than values.
For some it becomes next to impossible to differentiate,
between the two. Prejudices divide and sub-divide and
nourish egos; these are meant for some and for some
period of time while the values are all-encompassing,
and for all times. Issues on moon-sighting were covered
in the Editor’s Note of Issue 17, Sep 2012, “The year
has always been of twelve months, and the moon has
been rising every month the same way since then.
For ten months there is little furor on moon-sighting
but for Ramazan and Shiwal, the moon is sighted on
earth on two consecutive days, always. And it could be
either on the 29th or 30th day of the lunar month…” His
Moon could not have followed 38 parallel, after 1953
for Korean peninsula differently. Similarly it would not
follow Germany differently for 45 years between 1945
and 1990. His universe is run by eternal values. His

Budget has just been presented. Please see the article
by Dr. Waqar M Khan. It is an analysis from an insider,
with hands-on experience to deal with it for years, and
the diktat of bodies like WB and IMF. However, govt
has yet to do anything to cut down its expenditures,
and the colossal loss [Rs.1,100 to 1,300 billion] being
caused by the corporations run in the public sector.
Forum warmly welcomes our two new writers; Dr.
Usman W. Chohan and Dr. Waqar M Khan. Thank you
so much for contributing for Better Morrow. We invite
you to join TFP.
REFERENCES
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FROM THE DESK OF CHAIRMAN

A BUDGET FOR STABILISATION

Fast evolving regional situation
is a corollary of the changing
world scenario, where US, a super
power is adamant to remain all
powerful and prolong its present
status and China, an emerging
super power is struggling to
keep
rising
economically,
politically
and
militarily, Lt Gen Naeem K Lodhi
without creating antagonist big
waves. But the desires of both these competitors cannot
get accommodated in the nature’s way of handling the
rise and fall of powers. The cyclic motion of history
is about to complete another big round. The catalyst
being provided by Russia, that will ensure rise of China
and flattening the American trajectory of influence over
world affairs.

After giving two mini-budgets
since last August, the PTI
government finally got a chance
to present its full budget to the
National Assembly on Tuesday.
Surprisingly, the opposition’s
conduct was fairly cooperative
during much of the speech but
then turned into rowdiness Dr. Waqar Masood Khan
once the speech was almost
completed. How the relationship
between the treasury and opposition benches will play
out in the remaining part of the budget session remains
to be seen. We would underline that a cooperative
atmosphere is necessary for the difficult times the
country is passing through.

As a sequel to the ongoing competition of the mighty
three, middle and small sized countries willingly or
otherwise are getting aligned with their favourite
blocks. Indo-US political coalition in the region makes a
formidable power entity. However, the consummation,
presently is not complete as India is resisting certain
diktats that she is not used to take, being a politically
independent player for a long time. Russia and China
are also trying their best to woe India and keep her
away from totally aligning with USA.
However this fluid situation has made Pakistan’s life
quite difficult. Economic weakness (that I believe is
deliberately induced, rather than a natural outcome
of mismanagement alone) and deep internal political
discord, has produced hay day like situation for the
inimical forces, as they just need to provide momentum
to the already existing downward slide.
Now it needs to be seen, how our political and military
leadership read the situation and how do they plan
to fight back these economic, political and military
threats. Fluidity of the situation should not induce the
feelings of helplessness and procrastination, and rapid
advances be made for external realignments, internal
cohesion and improving the governance. Let’s keep our
fingers crossed, pray and hope for the best; while those
who can practically contribute in developing the new
scenario should play their vital roles with knowledge,
faith and vision.
4

Before we review the new budget let us point out the
key economic challenges that were to be addressed
and see how far the budget has succeeded in laying
a foundation for their resolution. First, there will be
a record budget deficit, highest in many years. Both
revenues and expenditures have missed their targets.
On the revenue side, it seems the year will record the
most dismal collection performance in the country’s
history. Optimistically, the actual collections would be
Rs3900 billion compared to the target of about Rs4400
billion, missing the target by a massive Rs500 billion
and perhaps recording negative growth.
Second, the expenditure over-runs are significant,
particularly in debt servicing – despite a major cut in
the development expenditure. Third, a massive build-up
of borrowings from the SBP has distorted the profile of
public debt and contributed to rising inflation, besides
constantly violating the relevant provisions of laws.
Fourth, there is a menacing rise in circular debt in the
power sector, and it is also rearing its head in the gas
sector. Together, they are a major threat to fiscal stability.
Finally, the cut in development expenditure has been
a major reason behind low growth, so its protection is
critical for ensuring moderate growth.
Viewed in this background, the budget, on the face of it,
has indeed addressed some of the bigger challenges. The
understanding reached with the IMF is largely reflected
in the budget estimates. The main highlights include a
primary fiscal deficit of 0.6 percent of GDP (or Rs245
billion). It is a measure of how precarious the economic
conditions have become that the actual fiscal deficit
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budgeted at 7.1 percent compared to the revised deficit
of 7.2 percent for the current year. If we subtract 0.6
from 7.1, we have 6.5 percent as the interest payments
budgeted during the year. Last year, interest payments
were 5.2 percent and in 2017-18 they were 4.4 percent.
Clearly, an explosive debt accumulation was building
which needed to be checked. The focus on primary
deficit would help reverse this trend. From nearly 2
percent this year, it is budgeted to come down to 0.6
percent next year and would turn into surplus afterward
– a condition that would ensure debt sustainability. The
phenomenal increase in interest payments is the result
of high interest rate, which was increased by nearly 600
pbs during the year.
The biggest reduction in primary deficit is coming from
taxation, which is billed at Rs5550 billion compared
to the revised estimate of Rs4150 billion (which is an
over-estimate), an increase of about 32 percent (which
would be 42 percent if the base is Rs3900 billion as
mentioned above). What is laudable is that new tax
measures are not dependent on increase in the tax rate
of existing taxes, particularly such as increase in GST
rate or maximum rate of income tax, which many had
apprehended.
A number of measures are base-enhancing – though in
many cases the rate of taxes has been increased where
room existed. The removal of restriction on non-filers
buying vehicles and property beyond a certain value
is a very positive step. However, the focus of the tax
policy should be to eliminate this distinction after some
time by making effective use of information supplied
by non-filers and encouraging them to become filers.
The expenditure side has limited flexibility in the shortrun. The most significant is the freezing of the defence
budget at last year’s level, which has easily saved at
least Rs110 billion. The reduction of Rs30 billion by
the civil government is also a good step. Development
expenditure is pitched at Rs700 billion compared to the
revised estimate of Rs500 billion for the current year.
This is still below the spending level that the country
had seen a few years ago, but given the massive cut
applied during the year, it is a good beginning and more
needs to be done in the next few years as fiscal space
becomes available.
The government has also announced that it will stop
additions in the circular debt within two years. Sizable
allocations have been made for social protection,
including BISP and other Ehsaas programmes, which

would be helpful in partially mitigating the burden of
adjustment on the poorest segments of the population.
The most significant development is the financing of
deficit of Rs3137 billion. The largest share of financing
will come from external sources budgeted at Rs1829
billion. This increased access to foreign resources
would be made possible by continued adherence to the
Fund programme. From domestic sources, the major
financing will come from non-bank sources budgeted
at Rs983 billion (of which Rs883 billion comes from
national savings schemes and Rs150 billion from
privatization proceeds). From the banking sources only
Rs339 billion has been budgeted, all of which would
come from commercial banks and none from the central
bank. This is a major reform effort, as in the last three
years, the government had accessed SBP financing
without any restraint, leading to a huge build-up of SBP
borrowings of Rs8.6 trillion until mid-May 2019 from
Rs1400 billion on June 30, 2016.
The budget is a good statement of the economic policy
the government plans to adopt to steer the economy
away from stormy waters to placid shores. However,
this is only a statement at the moment. Putting it into
action would be a formidable task. We see a few risks
that need to be mitigated. First, there may be slippages if
the tax collection is not tightly supervised. In case there
are revenue slippages, expenditures have to be further
curtailed – otherwise, we may face the possibility of
derailment of the programme. Second, committed
policy actions at specified dates often become a victim
of adverse political calculus. The resolve to implement
the programme has to be preserved, for in such an
eventuality programmes are usually aborted.
Finally, as we have been stressing all along, the
success of this programme depends crucially on
continued ownership and communication with the
concerned stakeholders. They have been weak and need
considerable strengthening.

Introduction
Dr. Waqar M Khan is former Federal Secretary
for Finance Division. He is an eminent economist
with wide-ranging experience of both public and
private sectors. His qualifications include Ph.D. in
Economics and M.A. in Political Economy from
Boston University, USA and M.A. in Economics
and L.L.B. from University of Karachi.
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TRUMP UNVEILS
“WARSAW PLAN”
President Trump is buildingup his strategic naval forces, in
the Gulf Region, NOT to fight
the ‘naval superiority battle’
of the deep seas, but to apply
“Shock and Awe” therapy on the
Iranians, suffering from decades
of “Monetary Terrorism” and Gen Mirza Aslam Beg
“Social Engineering” - an act
of war, imposed over several decades. He thinks it is
the opportune time for Israel to strike to achieve the
objectives of the “Warsaw Plan,” February 2019. The
plan envisages Israel ‘to take-on Iran’ supported by
US and the coalition members. US will not get directly
involved in this war. They consider Iran politically
and economically weakened for Israel, to bring about
Regime Change in Iran. It appears that, both USA and
Israel have learnt no lessons from their contemporary
wars in the region, such as:
First. In 1980 US induced Iraq to invade Iran, to Crush
the Revolution and bring about Regime Change. The
day after, General Zia called an emergent meeting of
the cabinet to discuss the impending situation. As CGS,
I represented GHQ. All the participants were of the
opinion that Iran will be defeated in a matter of weeks.
I intervened:
•

•

“The war is not going to end in a matter of days
or weeks, rather it would be a long protracted war,
lasting over several years, with Iran emerging as
the victor, and the revolution would consolidate.
The famous Chinese saying will prove right:
“Never take-on the revolutionaries unless you
have an ideology stronger than theirs.” And there
is no ideology stronger than the ideology of Islam.
Historically, the Iranians have always stood united
against foreign aggression. No doubt Raza Shah’s
armed forces are in disarray and are locked-up in
their barracks, but they will rise, as one, to defend
the country, supported by the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards, who would consolidate the Revolution.”

military machine, but their higher military
leadership, lacks the professional ability of the
German General Staff, to launch the breakthrough
battle, followed by blitzkrieg operations deep into
the enemy territory. The boggy areas in the South
and the mountainous region in the north would
restrict deep maneuvers. Thus there would be no
major gains or losses and a slow slogging series
of battles causing heavy casualties. Ultimately
the Iranians would emerge victorious. I therefore
submit that, we formulate our policy also for the
options, i.e., a long war, with Iran emerging as the
victor.”
I was proved right. After eight years of brutal war, the
Iranian forces crossed the Shat-al-Arab and concentrated
at Faw, to capture Basra. Saddam attacked with chemical
weapons, supplied by the civilized world, causing
heavy casualties. Iran had no defense against chemical
weapons and opted for cease fire. Situation now is very
similar, but militarily Iran is ten times stronger than
in 1980.
Second. In 2006, an Iranian military delegation called
on me. There was threat of war by Israel. I advised
them that “they could counter Israel by firing free flight
missiles and rockets, to degrade their “Iron-Dome, air
defense system.” In the meantime, Reuter’s journalists
also called and asked me about my discussion with the
Iranians. I told them, “If Israel attacked, Iran would
reply with missiles and rockets to engage targets deep
into Israel.” Instead of Iran, Israel selected Hezbollah
as the weaker enemy. Hezbollah countered by firing
free flight rockets in large numbers, a threat which the
American Iron Dome could not effectively counter.
The Israeli government panicked and decided to use
the Army, to destroy Hezbollah missile firing sites,
but failed, because man to man, they were no match to
Hezbollah fighters.

The situation on ground today appears most unfavourable
for Israel. If Israel decides to engage Iran, the estimated
number of over 200,000 missiles and free flight rockets,
would be raining over Israel from three directions – Iran,
Hezbollah and Hamas. That would degrade the Iron“The Iraqi armed forces, no doubt, have a modern Dome Air Defense System of Israel, within days. Only
6
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recently Hamas fired over 400 rockets over Israel and
the Israeli air defense system could intercept only 60%
of those. This factor would form the ‘critical mass’ for
decision between the two “opposing will”.
Third. In 2001, when Pakistan joined US war against
Afghanistan, I warned General Musharraf:
•

“You have taken the decision and therefore there is
no point in justifying it now. The critical issue is, of
joining the war, having no moral or ethical ground.
The Afghans have never done any harm to us, nor
do we have a defence pact with America to join
them. However, we now have to carefully proceed
ahead, so that the red line is not crossed to harm
our national interests.”

•

“In a matter of weeks, the invading forces will
occupy Afghanistan and Taliban will fall back to the
line – Jalalabad – Kandahar, from where they had
started in 1996, and would link-up with their support
base in Pakistan. Ultimately they will regroup,
forming an alliance with the old Mujahideen and
supported by the young jehadis from Pakistan
and other countries, would build-up a formidable
resistance movement against the occupation forces.
As the resistance would develop, the conflict zone
would expand to our border region, reversing the
war on Pakistan. This would be a difficult period
for Pakistan, facing a two-front war. No doubt
the America and their allies will take full control
of Afghanistan in a matter of weeks but ultimately
Taliban would emerge victorious. America and the
allies would be the loosers.”

Having lost a trillion dollar and lives of over 2400
soldiers in Afghanistan, America and the allies seem
to have missed “the logic of conflict,” which derives
strength from the Ideology of the Iranian Revolution
and the ideology of the Afghan Jihad. Both meet at
one point – Oneness of Allah, guiding the destiny
of nations. America, the sole super power of the
world, thus is beseeching Taliban for cease fire, for an
honorable exit. Sure, Israel is listening and watching.

oil tankers, heading for US ports have been “carefully
damaged” near the UAE Coast-line, some 140xKM
distance from the Gulf. The Houties from Yemen have
carried out done attacks to damage the two pumping
stations supplying oil to Saudi towns. The ruse may work
but Iran will ‘take Israel hostage’ with missiles raining
from three directions - Iran, Hezbollah and Hamas. No
doubt, Israel can engage targets deep inside Iran using
the American F-35 - the Air superiority weapon, yet
the Iranians are also capable of giving a big surprise
to the Israelis, threatening its very existence. If war
breaks-out, it would be characterized by massive use
of missiles, rockets, drones and suicide bombers, as the
deciding factors. It would be in the interest of Israel;
therefore, not to go “the Trump way” but follow the
two nation theory to establish lasting peace in the
region.

WALKING TO DESTINATION
Will you cover the distance to destination Bakhtiar
by Walking? By Wearing out shoes, and by Aging
alone ?
Did you mark any destination in your late teens
or twenties or in thirties? May be you are lucky
enough to grow thru your 40s, 50s and even now;
rising daily to hope and strive for a new day, and
not merely repeating your yesterday.
Please review; and don’t tell me you have been
going round and round the same round-about all
these decades! Can you make amends now? Please
Do. A

Iran will not target any of the US forces in the region, so
as not to invite a Pearl Harbor, although the enemies of
Iran are trying to get USA drawn into the conflict. Four
7
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THE EVIL EMPIRE
“The US is the most warlike nation in the history of the
world, forcing other countries to adopt our American
principles.” - Jimmy Carter
America’s history of aggression
While there is a prevalent belief
among the Americans that the
US almost always wages war for
noble purposes and in defense of
freedom, global public opinion and
facts paint a very different picture.
Most countries surveyed in a 2013 Brig Asif Haroon Raja
WIN/Gallup poll identified the US
as the greatest threat to world peace, and a 2017 Pew
Research poll found that a record number of people in
30 surveyed nations viewed the US power and influence
as a “major threat.” The US has invaded or bombed
dozens of countries and supported nearly every single
right wing dictatorship in the world since the end of
World War II.
The US has overthrown or attempted to overthrow dozens
of foreign governments since 1949 and has actively
sought to crush nearly every single people’s liberation
movement over that same period. It has also meddled
in scores of elections, in countries that are allies and
adversaries alike and indulges in proxy wars. It employs
coercive tactics through World Bank, IMF, economic
and military sanctions, human rights violations, threats,
hybrid war, debt trap, strategic encirclement, isolation
and several other suchlike devices to force the targeted
country to submit to its demands. In the Deep State USA
today, colonialism, predatory capitalism and unilateral
militarism are the norm. CIA and NASA are used for
mind control through hypnosis, drugs, injections, and
electromagnetic tuning.
The US has been behind most wars, conflicts and proxy
wars enabling it to sign big defence deals with affected
countries. In most cases, the US has been deceitfully
arming both the antagonists while CIA, Israel, India
and NATO are used as its cat paws to launch overt and
covert operations.
Few nations have universities dedicated to the art of
the coup, but few nations have a history of foreign
8

interventions quite like the US. Since the end of World
War II, the USA has brought its military might to bear
on 72 interventions including 30 attacks on countries
and sponsored scores of insurgencies and regime change
operations worldwide.
The US has been getting into bed with shady insurgents,
rebels and hired proxies. Contra rebels in Nicaragua,
Al-Qaeda, Afghan Mujahideen, Al-Nusra Front, TTP,
BLA, Jundullah, have all been funded and backed
by CIA. ISIS is private mercenary army of CIA and
Mossad. The US had helped Taliban to gain power in
1996 but withdrew support when the oil and gas pipeline
deal with UNICOL over profit sharing was cancelled by
Taliban and is today fighting them since October 2001.
The US Special Operations Command has recently
published a 250-page paper chronicling the highs and
lows of seven decades of foreign interference including
the proxy wars in the Middle East and Ukraine. Will
Irwin has penned the account. Gen Smedley Butler has
also given full account of shady activities of Pentagon,
CIA, US Administration and their strategic allies Israel,
India, UK, and Saudi Arabia in his book ‘War is a
Racket’.
The US has been at peace for only 16 of its 242 years
as a nation. Counting wars, military attacks and military
occupations, there have actually only been five years of
peace in US history—1976, the last year of the Gerald
Ford administration and Carter’s 1977-80 presidency.
The US under President Truman first air bombed Tokyo
in March 1945 with 334 B-29 bombers killing 100,000
people and then nuked Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945 to force the Japanese armed forces to
surrender and bring the war to a speedy end. Death toll
in the two cities was 135000 and 75000 respectively.
US military industrial complex (IMC)
Emergence of Military Industrial Complex (IMC) in
USA under President Truman in 1949 set the stage for
the country to entertain global ambitions and to rob the
resources of the world through use of brute military
force. To achieve its geo economic and strategic
ambitions, the IMC made the US military the world
largest and most powerful armed forces.
More than 50 years ago, President Dwight Eisenhower
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had warned the Americans not to let this profit-driven
war machine endanger their liberties or democratic
processes. In a speech given to the American Society
of Newspaper Editors, on April 16, 1953, Eisenhower
had highlighted the grave consequences of allowing
the IMC to wage war, exhaust resources and dictate
national priorities.
He said, “Every gun that is made, every warship
launched, every rocket fired signifies, in the final sense,
a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those
who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is
not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its
laborers, the genius of its scientists, and the hopes of its
children. The cost of one modern heavy bomber is this:
a modern brick school in more than 30 cities. It is two
electric power plants, each serving a town of 60,000
population. It is two fine, fully equipped hospitals. It
is some fifty miles of concrete pavement. We pay for
a single fighter plane with a half million bushels of
wheat. We pay for a single destroyer with new homes
that could have housed more than 8,000 people… This
is not a way of life at all, in any true sense. Under the
cloud of threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a
cross of iron.”
The Americans however failed to heed to his warning
and power and wealth went into their heads and
megalomania overtook them.

warships in the Gulf of Tokin dragged on for a decade
and claimed lives of 57000 Americans and three million
Vietnamese. Laos, Cambodia and Korea also became
victims of the US aggression.
Israel was militarily strengthened and fully backed by
USA in the 1967 and 1973 wars, in arranging peace
treaty with Egypt in 1978, invasion of Lebanon, policy
of forward settlements, and attacks on Gaza. Recently,
Trump has declared Jerusalem as the capital of Israel
and Syria’s Golan heights as part of Israel.
CIA created a group of Mujahideen in Afghanistan
six months before Soviet invasion in December 1979.
Osama bin Laden (OBL) was a CIA agent brought into
Afghanistan to help fight the Soviet troops and to assist
in forming al-Qaeda. Pakistan was induced with $3.5
billion aid package for conducting covert operations
in Afghanistan. After achieving all its objectives, the
US callously ditched Pakistan and Mujahideen and
befriended India, which was an ally of USSR. There on,
Washington got fixed with the idea of gaining complete
global dominance. George W. Bush senior drafted the
New World Order in 1989.
Iraq under Saddam Hussain was instigated to attack Iran
under Imam Khomeini in 1980 and the war dragged on
inconclusively till 1989. Saddam was then given a green
signal to occupy Kuwait in August 1991 and soon after,
the US-NATO forces attacked Iraq in November 1991
under a false narrative that Iraqi soldiers had pulled
Interventions in South America
To exploit and dominate South America, USA has Kuwaiti babies out of incubators and threw them on the
systematically toppled revolutionary leaders and crushed floor to die. Harsh sanctions were imposed.
popular movements and installed puppet dictatorships. Collapse of USSR
Prior to 2nd World War, the US intervened in Cuba,
When the Soviet Union dwarfed into Russian Federation
Mexico, Nicaragua and El Salvador. After the Great
in 1991 and USA became the sole super power, the
War, Guatemala (1954), Dominican Republic (1965),
opportunity to end once and for all the bipolar nuclear
Chile (1973), Grenada (1983), and Panama (1989) were
confrontation that threatened global annihilation was
attacked by USA. Purpose was to steal raw material
squandered as President Bill Clinton chose instead
and their resources so as to enhance its influence and to
to humiliate and use NATO to contain an already
confront USSR’s communism.
disheartened Russia. American Exceptionalism became
the battle cry for an increasingly clueless federal
The Cold War
Government of Mossadegh in Iran was overthrown by government as well as for a media-deluded public.
CIA-MI6 in 1953 since it had nationalized oil industry.
The Vietnam War initiated by USA President Johnson Engineered 9/11
in 1964 on two disputed incidents involving US In order to impose its unchallenged hegemony over
9
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the world, 9/11 was engineered by Mossad, Pentagon,
NorthCom, US Administration and FAA with a view
to launch a crusade against Muslim countries, capture
their resources, neo-colonize them and to undermine
Islam. CIA controlled Major Mass Communication
Media propagated round the clock that OBL and his AlQaeda had masterminded the attacks. President George
W. Bush junior gave no third choice after roaring in
anger, “You are either with us or against us.” It meant,
‘hitch the US bandwagon or get destroyed’. Pakistan
was coerced and brought in line under this slogan.
False narrative was constructed to invade and occupy
Afghanistan in 2001. Another fake story was cooked
up for Iraq in 2003 which took the lives of over 4000
Americans and two million Iraqis. Arab Spring was
ignited in 2011 to topple regimes of Tunisia, Egypt,
Libya, Syria and Yemen. While Sudan was bisected,
and Somalia turned into a failed state, trouble was
brewed up in several North African countries. The US
deliberately fomented chaos in the Middle East to pave
way for the establishment of ‘Greater Israel’.

Public Affairs, the US has spent $5.9 trillion waging
war in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Pakistan and other
nations since 2001. Had this amount been spent in
developing infrastructure, high-speed railroad, bridges
and refurbished education system, America would have
been in much better condition today.
Former US President Jimmy Carter, recently stated that
during his meeting with Donald Trump, he found him
worried about China’s growing economy and expressed
concern that “China is getting ahead of us.” Carter, who
normalized diplomatic relations between Washington
and Beijing in 1979, and is the only US President who
didn’t go to war with any country, said he told Trump
that much of China’s success was due to its peaceful
foreign policy.
Both China and Russia have refrained from wars and
covert wars and are fast progressing economically.
China is now the second largest economic power and is
likely to overtake USA by 2025 just because it opted for
peace and friendship and avoided war after it invaded
Vietnam in 1979. Since then, China has not wasted a
single penny on war, and has been at peace with its
Orchestrated war on terror
neighbors and the world and concentrated on improving
Global war on terror (GWoT) to fight terrorism was its economy, technology and military muscle. And that’s
coined by the neocons in USA and this tool is in play for why China is ahead of USA in almost every way.
the last 17 years in pursuit of the US strategic and geoeconomic goals. It was a gimmick aimed at changing the GWoT, IMC, Corporations, Jewish Lobby are drags
boundaries of Af-Pak region and Middle East, as given for USA
in Lt Col Ralph Peter’s article with a new map, “Blood While the war has become a drag on the economies
Borders” published in 2006, and stealing the resources of USA and Europe, it has become a huge moneyof Eurasia to enable USA to maintain its monopoly over making venture for the American IMC since it helps
the world for next 100 years.
in keeping its arms industry running. The US is the
Earlier on, Brzezinski had propounded the concept of world’s largest arms exporter. The IMC has erected an
US uni-polarism in the 1970s. He held Eurasia as the empire unsurpassed in history in its breadth and scope,
key region, the capture of which would ensure control dedicated to conducting perpetual warfare throughout
over Africa and facilitate world domination. He had the earth. It has perpetuated a worldwide military
recommended establishment of western front in Europe empire with 800 military bases and American troops
and southern front in Asia complementing each other. stationed in 177 countries.
While western front was consolidated with the help of The US military consumes $600 billion a year. America’s
NATO, and later by integrating Eastern Europe, threat of war spending has already bankrupted the nation to the
communism was replaced with Islam, and Afghanistan tune of more than $20 trillion dollars. Donald Trump is
- Iraq were selected to establish the southern front.
turning out to be the biggest deficit-and debt-increasing
According to a November 2018 study by Brown president of all time. In order to sustain America’s
University’s Watson Institute of International and military empire abroad and expand the police state at
10
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home, he pushed for a $4.4 trillion budget for the fiscal
year 2018/19 that has added $7 trillion to the already
unsustainable federal deficit.
It’s the IMC that is pushing America towards bankruptcy.
It is bleeding the country dry at a rate of more than $15
billion a month (or $20 million an hour). The IMC is
too powerful and wields control over power centres in
USA including media and mass communications. It had
prevailed upon Obama not to withdraw all troops from
Afghanistan in December 2014 and is again pressing
Trump not to pullout troops until a peace deal of its
choice is signed.
The US military budget is excessively heavy because
of which no purposeful relief can be given to the hard
pressed Americans. Maintenance of 800 military bases
and Homeland security put in place after 9/11 costs
exorbitant amount. In 22 States out of 50, there is wide
scale discontentment and resentment because USA is
the most heavily taxed country in the world and is also
under heaviest debt. The American society is afflicted
with rampant socioeconomic problems and violence.
Besides the IMC, Corporations in USA have become
too rich and powerful and are in a position to wield
influence over the decision makers.
The Israeli lobby in USA controls all levers of power
in USA and nothing can move without their consent.
These three factors stand as huge barriers in the way
of making USA great again as pledged by Trump. His
reckless policies are taking the US towards ruins.
Another menace in USA is the gun culture which has
become grave after series of acts of terror by the local
Americans. Main reason why no steps have been taken
by the successive regimes in Washington to control this
menace is that arms industry managed by the Pentagon
IMC is the major source of earning. To run this industry,
wars and local conflicts are stoked, proxies are created
and supported, mutinies and insurgencies are fomented
all over the world.
Costs of war
Since the 9/11 attacks, America has poured $3.2
trillion into its wars, according to a study from Brown
University’s Watson Institute for International and
Public Affairs. The estimate includes what the US

government has spent or pledged to spend on homeland
security, medical and disability care for wounded
veterans, the post stress disorder cases which run into
thousands, and the military and diplomatic campaigns
against terrorism in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, and
Syria.
It’s not just that America’s post-9/11 wars include some
of the longest wars in the US history. Taken together,
they’re also currently the second-most expensive after
the 2nd World War. For 17 years, the US has been putting
these wars on a credit card. As opposed to previous US
regimes who raised taxes and cut down non-military
spending to meet the war expenditure, George W. Bush
administration cut taxes in 2003, engaged in deficit
spending after using up a budget surplus that it inherited
from the Clinton administration, and sold only a small
number of war bonds. Obama administration took a
similar approach and so has Donald Trump.
The Trump administration in its first year in office
boosted the annual military budget to $700 billion, up
from an already gigantic average figure of $600 billion
a year. Trump said the colossal military spend was a
vital necessity to maintain America’s national security
and global leadership. This approach of financing a war
entirely with debt while cutting taxes is unprecedented
in US history,
Never before has the USA been so aggressive, and
that in spite of the fact that there is no single enemy or
combination of enemies that actually threaten either its
territorial integrity or its vital interest.
Iran in firing line
After cutting to size the military threats to Israel in the
Middle East, Iran is the only threat which could obstruct
Israel’s ambition to accomplish its dream of ‘Greater
Israel’. Iran has however, become too powerful after
it became battle hardened in 9-year war with Iraq and
acquired missile power which can decimate Israel, and
formed a nexus with Syria, Iraq, Yemen and Hezbollah
in Lebanon.
Trump’s threats against Iran began twelve days after he
took office, in 2017 by putting Iran on notice. Egged on
by Israel, he cancelled the July 2015 nuclear agreement
with Iran in 2018 on the plea that Iran’s missile program
11
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is a danger to peace and must also be rolled back. He
then designated IRGC a terrorist organization in April
2019 and imposed a steady stream of sanctions on
Iran’s economy. After lifting the waiver given to eight
countries to enforce a global ban on any purchases of
Iranian oil, the latest sanction was imposed recently
which covers industrial metals produced in Iran.
On May 5th, hawkish John Bolton announced that
a battleship-carrier strike group, led by the U.S.S.
Abraham Lincoln, and a bomber task force, including
B-52s, were deploying off Iran’s coast. On May 10th,
the Pentagon announced a second display of force: the
U.S.S. Arlington and a battery of Patriot missile systems
would join the aircraft carrier.
These offensive moves have been undertaken on the
self-assumed threat that Iran, or its proxies, could strike
U.S. assets in the Middle East, including in the Persian
Gulf, Iraq, and Syria. Gen Kenneth McKenzie, the
head of U.S. Central Command also expressed similar
concerns. President Trump is making moves that will
provoke, instigate, or inadvertently drag the US into a
war with Iran.
Maximization of pressure has not budged Iran and it
has not only threatened to close the Gulf of Hormuz
but also hinted at restarting its nuclear program if
the five guarantors of nuclear deal didn’t help Iran in
exporting its oil. With the military deployments, IranUS antagonism of 2016-17 has returned during which
fifty provocative acts had taken place. The way things
are heating up, war seems imminent. Closure of Hormuz
would mean disruption of flow of 15 million barrels oil
a day.
The US before venturing upon an aggressive posture
must have carried out a deep appraisal and must have
weighed all the pros and cons of going to war with Iran.
After the recent debacles in Afghanistan and Syria,
from where Trump is contemplating troop pullout, the
US cannot afford to suffer another setback and that too
when crucial elections are due in coming winters.
The US under Barack Obama had imposed four-fold
sanctions as well as threats to destroy Iran’s nuclear
sites by air in order to force Ahmadinejad to roll back
Iran’s nuclear program. When its coercive tactics failed
to yield results, the US had to resort to covert means
12

to affect a regime change. The new reformist President
Rouhani agreed to rollback and freeze the nuclear
program in return for lifting of sanctions. Now Trump
has tried to follow the same course by first cancelling
the nuclear deal, then re-imposing sanctions and making
accusations that Iran is abetting terrorism. Recent antigovernment protests and acts of terrorism in Iran were
meant to destabilize Rouhani regime change. Military
buildup is aimed at further ramping up pressure. These
tactics are intended to browbeat Iran or play a game in
collusion with Israel to scuttle any peace deal between
the Arabs and Iran.
The sanctions on Iranian exports of oil are
counterproductive. These will lead to a surplus in an
already saturated market as other suppliers increase
production. It may hurt Iran in the short term but more
importantly, it will do the same to the western oil
conglomerates ---- not something any US administration
can afford to risk.
Having failed on all external and internal fronts, Trump
devoid of strategic vision is desperate to add a feather
in his cap through his skewed muscular policy. The
people guiding him are of the same ilk as those around
George W. Bush. Bolton and Pompeo are war mongers.
It leaves open the possibility that the US may be pushed
into a war that could create a similar mess in the world
and Middle East in particular as Bush had done. We just
have to wait and see who wins ---- good common sense
or the Israeli lobby.
Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed
Ali Khamenei has played down Washington’s highly
belligerent rhetoric against Iran, saying its real capability
did not match its loud bluster. He has ruled out the
possibility of war, saying, any confrontation between
the US and Iran would not be “a military one,” and that
“there was not going to be any war.” He added that the
Iranian nation’s definite option will be resistance in the
face of the US, and in this confrontation, which will be a
clash of wills, the US would be forced into a retreat and
Iran would be the ultimate victor of this battle. He ruled
out any negotiation with the US as long as Washington
sticks with its hostile approach.
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US belligerence against Russia
The US legislators have adopted a highly belligerent
posture against Russia and hold Putin accountable for
its bellicose behavior against the US. They accuse
Russia of destabilizing the US led liberal global world
order and are demanding that Putin should cease
and desist meddling in the US electoral process, halt
cyberattacks on American infrastructure, remove
Russian interference in Ukraine including in the Kerch
Strait and stop creating chaos in Syria.” They are
pushing to get Russia declared a terror abetting state.
US-Russo nuclear agreements have been cancelled.
A bill has been introduced in the Senate on April 11,
2019 by Republican Senator Cory Gardner and cosponsored by Democrat Robert Menendez to designate
Russian Federation as a state sponsor of terrorism and
Russian-sponsored armed groups in Ukraine should
also be designated as foreign terrorist outfits. They want
to impose meaningful sanctions against Russia. If these
measures are implemented, it will close the doors for
any rapprochement in the foreseeable future. Russia
will be repeatedly accused of poison gas attacks and
war crimes in Ukraine and Syria with a view to find
excuses to apply economic sanctions, and economic
blockades.
Trade wars against China
China is threatened with trade wars and an air and
maritime encirclement by the US military with the
view to reverse China’s growth by striking fear in
the Chinese leadership and forcing them to surrender
economic sovereignty, financial markets and industrial
competitiveness. China’s One-Belt-One-Road project
is giving nightmares to USA. Opening up a US military
base at Dokum in Gulf of Oman and heating up the
Persian Gulf could be linked with Indo-Afghan-US
plan to scuttle CPEC.
Venezuela another target
The US is currently providing political support to
opposition leader Juan Guaido in Venezuela. Mike
Pompeo, John Bolton, and Donald Trump have all
repeatedly uttered the phrase “all options are on
the table” when it comes to dethroning Venezuelan

president Nicolas Maduro. With soft support for
Guaido thus far failing to dislodge Maduro from power,
and with Washington increasingly agitated at Moscow
for its support for Maduro’s regime, there are plenty
of opportunities for things to escalate in Venezuela.
The US is threatening to invade Venezuela primarily
because it cannot digest a defiant state in the western
hemisphere to maintain ties with Russia and China.
USA’s challenges
The 1% ruling class of USA dream of dominating the
world but their empire is built on fragile economic
foundations. It now stumbles over a series of military
defeats abroad and increasingly relies on instilling fear,
intimidation and propaganda on its domestic citizenry
to regain its dominance. They seek to maintain their
world domination, based on increasing exploitation and
widening inequalities.
Bush had used ‘shock and awe’ as a strategy to instill
fear into the hearts of the adversaries. Iraq and Libya
were humbled by using excessive military force. This
tactic is still in use as the last desperate weapon for
retaining an unchallenged world empire.
The US ambitions have run into snags after the war
crazy sole super power got stuck in the quagmire of
Afghanistan, Ukraine becoming a flash point and North
Korea threatening to retaliate with nuclear ballistic
missiles.
The US has locked horns with China, Russia, North
Korea, Iran, Syria, Turkey, Taliban in Afghanistan,
Mexico, Venezuela and several other South American
States.
Military threats directed against Iran are naked attempts
to force them to dismantle their defensive missiles
and submit to the US dictates, but so far there is no
headway and in all probability the US will face another
embarrassment.
The US and its allies have failed to affect a regime
change in Syria. Trump is contemplating withdrawal of
US troops but is in a fix due to pressure of Pentagon
and Israel and the fate of Kurdish fighters in Syria at the
hands of Turkey.
After the failure of CIA-Gullen inspired military coup
in Turkey, Erdogan has emerged more powerful and he
is fast shifting towards the emerging bloc in the east.
13
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The CIA-Mossad backed Islamic Caliphate led by Abu
Bakr Baghdadi stand demolished.
The US coercive and punitive acts against Pakistan are
aimed at disabling its nuclear program and to make it
a compliant state of India. India at the behest of USA
is striving to create Greater Pashtunistan, Greater
Baluchistan, Sindhu Desh and Jinnahpur with a view
to divide Pakistan into four parts. Indo-Afghanistan
belligerence and Indo-Israeli air intrusion followed by
a plan to launch Brahmo missile attacks on Pakistan
last February were backed by USA. Pakistan’s staunch
resilience has befuddled USA and its strategic partners.
Currently, it is engaged in melting its economy through
IMF and sword of FATF.
USA has failed to gain freedom of navigation in South
China Sea China or to contain China.
Russia are strategic partners and have become a power
to reckon with. No amount of coercive tactics of USA
has checkmated their economic and military resurgence.
Ukraine has become a dangerous conflict zone where
the unrest in Eastern Ukraine is backed by Russia.
The US is supporting joint Arab air war led by Saudi
Arabia against the Houthis in Yemen but this support
may be withdrawn due to increased pressure of the US
Congress.
Afghanistan has become an Achilles heel of USA where
it is fighting a losing battle, but is naively hoping for
a peace deal with the Taliban of its choice. It seems
to have got irretrievably stuck in the quagmire where
several world powers had already sunk.
In South America, despite the US interventions, there
have been successful popular resistance in Mexico,
Bolivia, Cuba and successful social movements in
Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador and Venezuela.
Trump’s ambition to make USA great again, Netanyahu’s
craving for Greater Israel and Modi’s dream of making
India the policeman of Indo-Pacific region and a global
power seem far fetched.
The three reckless leaders - Trump, Netanyahu and Modi
- working hands in gloves to achieve their respective
imperialist ambitions have made the world chaotic and
unsafe.
Success is never guaranteed, and short-term victory
comes with long-term consequences.
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NATIONAL EDUCATION
Civilizations are known for their
arts and crafts, their welfare
management and their industrial,
social and spiritual dynamism.
Their in-depth studies reveal their
excellence in education. In later
history, all the advanced countries
Lt Gen Ayaz Ahmed
of the world have reached their
stage using education as the main vehicle for progress.
Education is the quintessence of a nation’s value in
stature, progress, and the promise and projection of its
future. To ensure, safeguard and guarantee a stable,
dynamic and healthy future of a nation, education
must be accorded its deserved and required top
priority, not only for the current or next year’s plan,
but in consummate permanence. Education, and thence
education system, must reflect the aim and aspirations
of the nation to continuous fulfillment. Therefore, it is
essential that we must elucidate in clear direction, the
aim of our National Education Policy.
The Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) has exhorted us to gain
knowledge -- even if we have to go to China. Obviously
in China he did not expect us to learn the Sipara, but
to gain worldly knowledge and wisdom and the ever
increasing scientific and technical knowledge.
Aim. The national educational policy should aim to
produce, in every individual, a good Muslim, a good
human being, a good Pakistani and useful productive
member of society. It should meet and feed all
national requirements in all technical, executive and
administrative fields. It should also be honed to capture
international markets progressively, aiming to export
a capable force to gain economic, political as well as
socio–cultural advantage for the nation. Above all,
the National Educational Policy must forge national
unity, national pride and promote an enlightened, self
confident populace.
Having identified and enunciated our educational
aim, we must garner all our efforts and resources to
achieving its various facets. With sincerity, the pieces
of jigsaw puzzle with fall in place. However, some
recommendations can provide a guideline and impetus.
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1. Education should cover the total up-bringing and
nationalism - the making of a nation.
development of the individual – ranging from the 13. Mass education and functional understanding i.e.
reading; be encouraged to improve awareness in
study and understanding the Quran to sciences, and
masses through reading / following media.
humanities.
14.
Finally, population growth must be controlled. No
2. Technical and vocational training should run
matter how much the government spends, if the
alongside academic education to produce blue
parents breed like rabbits, their babies will have to
collar workers in all fields and levels. This should
live in holes in the mud.
be constantly updated to match modern trends.
3. Market dynamics must be constantly monitored
and used to guide production of required skills in
THE WAGES OF BEING
proficiency and quantum.
HUMAN!
4. Train person to be able to run their own small
businesses, technical or otherwise, to be able to earn
We are all refugees in this life,
honest livings.
this world
5. Stress should be on skilled workers in subjects like
Indeed, even in our so-said
accounts, math’s, administration, marketing etc.
homes
6. Produce the required no of qualified individuals
Which are really only cages
for own, as well as requirements abroad. Avoid
That trap us in houses, huts
surpluses to avoid frustrations at a later stage.
Dr. R M Ikram Azam
and hovels
7. Along with continuous market survey, constant
student counseling should be organized for
Because we are in transition
productive guidance.
From the temporary desert serai on earth
8. Great stress be laid on sports for healthy mental and
In deserted villages and suffocating city sprawl
physical development and good discipline. Every
locality in cities, and small town must have a sports
Alienation is inherent in the human situation
ground wherein there should be a tournament every
The price of looking back is nostalgic memorabilia
month. Every educational institute should have
And the cost of living in the present is its tinsel
facilities of a play ground.
transience
9. Teachers. To offset the financial constraints,
teachers must be given respect and regard by
While the future is fraught with
parents, elders, all government employs etc – be it
Ecological menace, as well as
police, bureaucrat or shopkeeper. That will go a long
Self –destruction by War and Terrorism
way in their motivation, and improving attitude of
Dysfunctional systems and ever-exploitative
the students.
leadership!
10. All schools should be given maximum concessions
and facilities, to encourage their expansion and
Then what is the hope
improved performance.
And where is the escape
11. Functional English must be stressed so that all our
‘From here to Eternity’
students gain confidence and find better jobs at
home and abroad.
In the current quagmire of an evasive – elusive
12. Stress on female education. This will improve
Peace
moral and social ethics, develop strong family ties,
Or the myth, mythology and mysterious mystique
and change the total outlook on need for education.
of it?
Well educated mothers will go a long way in forging
15
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ISLAM, PEACE AND TERRORISM
Introduction: (1)
This is the Holy Month of
Ramadan: 2019. It reinvokes
the quintessence of Islam: The
Perennial Peace Paradigm And
Muhammadi Moral Model. (1).

the New Zealand response, as initiated and sustained
exemplarily by its Peace Role Model Prime Minister,
is a clarion call for Peace and Peaceful Co-Existence.
(Reference: Ikram Azam; Poem to: Rt. Hon Jacinda
Ardern (A Tribute); 2019 – appendix 2).
The USA Menace (4):

This needs to be scanned and monitored continuously,
radar – like. President Donald Trump, in seeking to
Indeed, Islam in this holy month,
avoid impeachment at home, is targeting Iran to appease
specifically
and
particularly, Dr. R M Ikram Azam
Zionist Israel. The world leaders need to heed the latest
inspires
Peace
through
perseverance, patience, prayer and adoration of Allah, warning of Gen. Mirza Aslam Beg, former Chief of the
Almighty, alone, as the Supreme Creator, Sustainer Pakistan Army, as under:
and Redeemer. Fasting from pre-dawn to dusk most `Trump Unveils Warsaw Plan’:
critically essentiates not only bodily abstinence, but “It appears that both the USA and Israel have learnt no
also much more, soulfully submissive spiritual-moral lessons from their contemporary wars in the region…..
– material – secular integratively holistic piety and war mongers in Washington must not consider Iran as
charity.
naïve as Afghanistan of 2001 and Iraq of 2003….. It
So the inherent interlinkage between Islam and Peace is
a profound spiritual nexus which is sustained soulfully
for Perpetuating Peace for activistically creative-cocreative Peaceful Co-Existence, by combating Terrorism
of all kinds and all levels: state, interstate and non-state.
Islam’s, “Jihad” --- Just-Justified War --- Is For Peace
--- ideally, for Perenniallising it as God’s Kingdom On
Earth. (2).
The Key Terms: (2)

will prove to be a historic mistake for conservatives,
as Iran has substantial military and naval capabilities
that can create chaos in the region and beyond. Most
importantly, it has the capacity to choke the Strait of
Hormuz, which is the corridor of 17 million barrels
of oil supplies from the region to the entire world.
Furthermore, Iran has influence in four Arab capitals
including Baghdad, Beirut, Sanaa and Damascus.
Any attack on Iran could have shocking ramifications
for regional peace and stability. Trump’s fundamental
problem is that he wants to undo everything what
the Obama administration did at home and abroad.
However, he would prefer renegotiation with Iran over
war, due to his promise during elections to reduce
American overseas’ commitment. But his associates’
aggressive policies would limit options for Trump. If
Trump wants to make America great again, he should
show restraint rather than pushing Iran to the corner”.

Islam and Peace have been defined succinctly, above.
Terrorism is a dicey, dirty word which begs to be
defined by the UN, itself, and the International Court
of Justice. So far it is the conniving handmaiden of
international realpolitique: `one man’s meat is another’s
poison’, goes the adage. Adversaries all over the world,
North-South-East-West are notorious for dubbing
and decrying each other as Terrorists and WMD War
Mongers. This is the current situation, globally:
internationally and regionally. Be it in the Middle East, That is sound advice. America --- rather than Donald
Trump, exclusively – needs currently to choose between
South-West-Central Asia, or elsewhere in the world.
3. Focus: Two Case Studies: New Zealand and the sanity and insanity --- Peace – NOT War!
USA:

4. The Current Trends and Issues:

To my mind, there are just no similarities between
the 9/11/2000 American traumatizing tragedy, and
the March, 15, 2019 terrible terrorist attacks at
Christchurch, New Zealand, by an Australian white
cold blooded, heartless supremacist. While the USA
spawned worldwide Islamophobia (3) – (Ref.: Ikram
Azam; Poem: Global Islamphobia; 2019 – appendix
1) --- which continues to globalise, insanely endlessly,

These are:
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i. Peace versus WMD War and Terrorism: Proxy and
Direct.
ii. Eco Ethics: Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology and
Political Economy: Environmentalism.
iii. The Geosociological Imperative Vs the Imperial
Hubris. (5).
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Geopolitics, Geoeconomics and Geostrategy --- all i.
are subservient to the all-too-natural and normal ii.
Geosociological Imperative.

iii.

These Past-Present-Future Trends and Issues need to be
iv.
coped with, creatively – urgently-Futuristically.
5. Inspirational Islam: (6)
First and foremost, the Muslims, themselves, must
practise Islam, persistently, as Peace, in order to
exemplify and role model it as such: Living Islam. The
non-Muslim World needs to explore Islam, inclusively,
rather than reject it biasedly, blindly. The Islami concept
of the Ummah is four fold, as:
i.

The Muslims, per se.

v.
6.
i.
ii.
7.
i.
ii.
8.

ii. The “Ahl-al-Kitab” – Brothers – Sisters of the 9.
Book / Scriptures: the Jews and Christians. Their
Scriptures need to be reinterpreted Islamically.
iii. The Global Human Fraternity.
iv. The Entire Universal Creation: material and nonmaterial, human-and non-human. Herein lies the
Islami universal-cosmic Ecosophy.
6. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations:
(7)
i. There is just no alternative to War and Terrorism,
but Peace.
ii. Peace As Islam merits a fair chance.
iii. Starting indigenously at the personal filial, sociosocietal, local and national level, Peace should be
pursued actively, globally, both as Ideology and
Action for continuous implementation, which is
sustainable as well as actually sustained in real life.
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ON LOVING ONE’S ENEMY
Love is more than elixir. The latter is supposed to
turn baser metals into gold; the former turns all the
baser passions into itself. Christ and Buddha were
absolutely correct in their perception of the nature
of love; but in their passion for ethical idealism they
ignored the facts of life. It is too much to expect
of man to love his enemies. Some extraordinary
individuals may have realised this maxim in their
life; but as a principle of national morality the
maxim clearly falls down. The results of the RussoJapanese war would have been different if the
Japanese had acted on the principles of morality
associated with their religion.
Stray Reflections - Allama Iqbal
April, 1910
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WHAT PTI GOVERNMENT
SHOULD DO
(PART-III OF VI)

National Language

Make Urdu the official language
with immediate effect
Every Constitution declared Urdu
to be the nationallanguage but it
was never adopted as the official
language. The 1973 Constitution
provided for the change in 15
years, by 1988. The change is
overdue, even after the order of the
Mr. Muhammad
Abd al-Hameed (Late)
Supreme Court a few years ago.
The switchover from English will not be difficult. The
Cabinet Division may issue a notification, declaring
that Urdu will be used for all official and educational
purposes with immediate effect.
There will be no change the next morning. The language
in use will be the same as on the previous day. The
change will come after the offices that are using English
at present will feel that they can switch over to Urdu
without much difficulty to improve the efficiency of
their employees and serve the people better.
Some Ministries may not switch over immediately,
such as Finance, Foreign Office, Trade, etc. they may
be asked to submit a two-year plan for the switchover
to Urdu for domestic purposes, while they will continue
to use English for foreign dealings. They will submit a
quarterly progress report to the Cabinet Division.
The Government will ask National Language Promotion
Department (formerly National Language Authority) to
place all of its dictionaries and other publications on
its website for free downloading. It will facilitate the
switchover.
Create Urdu websites of all Ministries and
Departments
All Ministries and Departments may be asked to upload
Urdu version of their websites within 30 days. They
may retain the English versions but that will not be
authentic. Naskh typeface may be used on the websites
as it is easier to read and more suitable for the Internet.
Expand the Urdu alphabet to cover all regional
languages
We can insert an excerpt of Arabic and Farsi text into an
Urdu article without any changes in spellings because
our alphabet has all the letters of both languages. We
can also write most of Hindi words with our alphabet.
The pronunciation of our letters is from Turkish. (Our
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pronunciation of letters, such as B (Bay) and T (Tay), is
as in Turkish, not as in Hindi, Farsi or Arabic.)
Despite such international characteristics, Urdu does
not have letters in its alphabet to convey the unique
sounds of our regional languages. National Language
Promotion Department (formerly Muqtadara Qaumi
Zaban or National Language Authority) may meet the
deficiency.
The Department may engage experts to identify unique
sounds of all of our regional languages, including unique
sounds that are common in two or more languages.
Finally, the letters that represent the unique sounds in
various languages may be collected.
After the preliminary data gathering, calligraphists ( )
and handwriting experts may be asked to identify letters
representing unique sounds in regional languages that
are easy to write by hand as well as more readable in
computer composing. If some letters are not easy to
write, experts may look at the alphabetical characters of
more than 50 non-Pakistani languages that are written
in Arabic script. The languages that created unique
characters to represent their unique sounds include
Usmani Turkish (before the adoption of Latin script),
Uighur (of Sinkiang, China), Kurdish (of Iraq) and
Jawi (of Malaysia). Most suitable characters may be
selected to represent the unique sounds of our regional
languages.
The characters finally selected may be incorporated in
the alphabet of Urdu. After inclusion of characters for
unique sounds of regional languages, we shall have a
National Alphabet for Urdu.
The National Alphabet will allow us to quote poetry
and prose of regional languages into Urdu text with true
representation of their unique sounds. An Urdu writer
will be able to quote, say Latif Bhitai, Rahman Baba or
Waris Shah, without distorting the original words. Urdu
readers, knowing the National Alphabet, will have no
problem in reading the quotations. It will be similar to
reading Quranic ayat or Farsi verses in Urdu books.
Regional languages use Naskh script. Naskh has a large
number of typefaces, allowing variety in the layout of
magazine pages and advertisements. (Nastalique has
just one.) Naskh is also more suitable for computing
purposes. (Even Iranians, who created Nastalique,
abandoned it long ago due to its technical limitations.)
Therefore, Naskh should be adopted for all purposes,
while Nastalique may be used for special effects, such
as a book title, signboard or a headline.
With the use of National Alphabet, Urdu computer
software will be automatically available also for all
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regional languages, allowing them to make full use of
computing, not just for text processing, websitesand
email, but also for presentations, spreadsheets,
databases, etc.
The National Alphabet will be only for use in Urdu.
It will not replace the scripts of regional languages.
People speaking those languages will continue with
their present scripts.
For the development of Urdu National Alphabet, only
experts of various languages should be consulted in
their individual capacity. The official institutions for
promotion of regional languages may not be associated
as they may politicize a purely technical issue and clash
with each other.
Later, the Department may compile a dictionary
of common words of regional languages, using the
National Alphabet and giving meanings in Urdu. It will
help Urdu readers to know the meanings of words of
regional languages, quoted in an Urdu article or book.
The National Alphabet will be a great step in promoting
harmony and understanding among various regions of
the country.

Education
Simplify admission to colleges and universities
Just getting an application form for applying for
admission to an educational institution is a big problem
for the students.
The form is available only from the institutions
concerned. It is inserted in the prospectus. A substantial
payment is required for the prospectus, sometimes
as much as several hundred rupees. It causes great
difficulty for applicants living at faraway places, who
have to depend on the vagaries of the postal system
to deliver their request to the institution and then get
the form to them in time. Otherwise, they have to ask
somebody to get the form and send it to them or, in
extreme cases, spend a lot of money and travel just
for this purpose. All this causes a lot of inconvenience
without any justification.
The objective of making the application form available
only at the institution is convenient neither for the office
nor for the applicant. It is simply an unfair practice to
extort money from students, who have to spend much
more just to pay the form price to the institution.
Standard form for all institutions. The solution lies in
prescribing a standard application form for all colleges,
universities and other educational institutions. This form
may be designed by the Higher Education Commission,
in consultation with educational institutions. The form

may specify all essential information that may be
required by the institutions to determine the eligibility
of a student for admission. Space may be provided
for additional information that may be relevant to the
application. The form should also give full instructions
for filling in the data.
No applicant should be required to buy the institution’s
prospectus, to which the form is attached. If he wants
it, he should naturally pay for it. But the purchase of
prospectus must not be a requirement for applying for
admission.
No attested copies. No attested photocopy of any
document should be required to be attached with the
application form. Only the finally selected candidates,
who have met all requirements for admission, should be
asked to submit photocopies of the needed documents.
These photocopies must not be attested by a gazetted
officer or anybody else. The staff of the educational
institution itself should compare the photocopies with
the originals and attest to their genuineness.
Simple procedure. Anybody in the private sector may
print the standard form and make it available through
various outlets, including vendors of forms in district
courts, who already sell forms printed privately for
many other purposes. A student will simply buy a form,
fill in his data and send his application to the educational
institution of his choice. If he is rejected, that is the end
of it. He will be losing only the cost of the form and
the postage for mailing it. If selected, he will submit
photocopies of his documents to the institution’s office
for verification.
Build schools to cover all children in the country
Funds were never provided for the education of all
children. The professional politicians believe that
uneducated masses will not disturb their rule and
continue to be their obedient servants. No wonder the
education minister was always a spineless person. This
situation must change.
Following the formula of the Education Department,
primary and higher secondary schools must be built
on the highest priority. The target should be to enroll
every child of schoolgoing age and meet natural annual
growth.
The tremendous impact of schools for all will be visible
in the economy in a few years. The development in all
fields will be seen.
Upgrade all high schools to higher secondary
The Punjab Government started some years ago the
upgradation of high schools to higher secondary level.
The conversion should be completed by all provinces on
19
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a priority basis. The upgradation will reduce the burden
on colleges, which will offer only degree courses. After
completion of the conversion, the Government may
specify higher secondary education for all applicants
for Government jobs below Basic Scale 17.
Provide free education for all up to class 12
Education is the responsibility of the state under the
Constitution. It must provide it without any cost to
the parents. The Government must provide books,
stationery, even the uniform, to every student free of
charge. Transport will not be a problem if schools are
within the walking distance for students.
The basic qualification for all Government jobs will
be Class 12. (Degree will be required for higher jobs
and will not be offered the students to all.) Technical
education will be given after Class 12, keeping in view
the aptitude of students and the needs of various sectors
of the economy.
There may also be a degree course for imams and khatibs
after Class 12. Free education will eliminate madrassas
becauseof the far higher standards of schools and give
students much better prospects for employment.
All subjects will be taught in Urdu up to 12th class
No country has made progress in education by using a
foreign language for teaching in schools. If some terms
are not available at present for a science subject, new
terms will be coined and developed until they become
standardized. Until then, English terms may be used
simultaneously with those newly coined in Urdu.The
objective should be a complete switchover to Urdu as
soon as possible.
Urdu may be used in graduate classes also but every
student must be very fluent in at least one foreign
language, such as English, Chinese, French or German.
At postgraduate or Ph.D. level, the requirement should
be two foreign languages. The objective will be to
have access to research being done in modern foreign
languages without the need for translations.
O and A Level examinations should be only for
foreigners
The Cambridge University O and A Level examinations
were introduced to facilitate the children of British
national working in India. After passing these
examinations, the students could get admission in
British universities. However, more and more students
now appear in the two examinations, though they have
to continue their education here. In the process, they
waste one year before getting admission to the next
class. They also have difficulty in adjusting to new
classes.
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The English medium schools persuade students to
appear in the two examinations because they can charge
much higher fees and providethem far more expensive
textbooks. They have promoted the two exams as status
symbols when the two are actually symbols of distrust
in the national educational system.
Make a foreign language optional, including English.
We must recognize that English is not our language, nor
do we need to impose its dramas, poetry, fiction and
other forms of literature on all students. Those interested
may take up English literature as an elective subject.
The students should learn English as a functional
language so that they are able to communicate and
express themselves reasonably well.
English had to be compulsory under the British rule
because it was essential for Government purposes.
Now it is only a means for most international dealings.
However, the vastmajority of the people neither go
abroad nor have correspondence with foreigners. Even
when they need (such as for importing from China),
they may learn some language other than English.
Therefore, the students may be allowed to take one
foreign language, whether English, Chinese, Russian,
or Spanish. Then we may deal with many morepeople,
who do not know English.
Drop English as a compulsory subject in BA/BS
If a student did not learn enough English up to Class 12,
he will not do better by learning it in degree classes also.
Instead of spending some more years for English, he
should learn some other modern foreign language at the
elementary level. This will help him where English is
not helpful, whether visiting abroad or reading research
material. English literature will be a subject by itself for
the interested students.
Compulsory English is a disaster to our youth
Twenty-five percent of students fail in Secondary
(Matric) examination, 50 percent in Higher Secondary
and 75 percent in BA/BS. Most of the students fail
because they fail in English, which is compulsory for
all. They also do not have qualified teachers. Tens of
millions of students drop out in our schools, especially
in rural areas, only because of English. Why should
we ruin the future of tens of millions of students only
because they are not fluent in the language of our former
rulers? Teach English by all means but why make it
compulsory for all students? Why fail them even when
they get pass marks in aggregate?
Introduce Farsi and Arabic as optional subjects
Farsi is the language of our culture and history. It
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has been the court language for over 500 years, even
under Ranjeet Singh. Sixty-five percent of the Urdu
vocabulary is common with Farsi. We cannot write
Urdu of the higher level without good knowledge of
Farsi. The best poetry of Iqbal and Ghalib is in Farsi.
Arabic is the language of our religion. We cannot read
the Holy Qur’an or commit to memory ayat and surats
easily without someknowledge of its language. About
one-third of the words of the Holy Qur’an are used
in some form in Urdu. Elementary knowledge of the
language will help us become better Muslims.
The two languages were given much higher status
under the British rule. Every Arts student in B.A. had to
take one of the two languages at an advanced level. As
a result, the number of students taking up Farsi (being
easier of the two) was the second highest after English!
Now that we are under the hegemony of Americans,
they dictate even our education policy. To obey their
commands, our babus practically excluded the two
languages from courses.
Elementary Farsi and Arabic should be taught in high
schools. Elementary Farsi may be taught in Class 9 and
10, while elementary Arabic in Class 11 and 10. Each
language may have only 50 marks. While the leaning
of languages will be compulsory, it will not be a burden
as the level will be elementary. Moreover, the students
will not fail if they get pass marks in aggregate but fail
in either language.
Create Pakistan Education Service, like other CSS
We have many Central Superior Services, like those
for administration, foreign affairs, police, customs, etc.
Education is also very important and must have its own
service.
At the lowest level, a Basic Scale 17 officer should
be the administrator of a number of primary schools
(Classes 1 to 8), while all teachers in primary schools
will be in Basic Scale 16. The administrator of a few
Higher Secondary Schools (Classes 9-12) will be an
officer of BS 18, with all teachers in Basic Scale 17.
The principal of an ordinary degree college will be
in Basic Scale 19. The principal of a college with
postgraduate classes will be in Basic Scale 20. The head
of a university will be in Basic Scale 21 for smaller ones
and Basic Scale 22 for the more important ones.
The officers of the Education Service will be
administrators only, not teachers. The two functions are
very different. That is why good senior teachers often
turn out to be very poor administrators. The teaching
will be the domain of teachers exclusively.
The Education Service officers will be able to talk as

equal to officers of other services. Their status will give
prestige to their Education Service and make it easy
to get decisions and, most important, funds for their
institutions.
All colleges and universities be under Central
Government
All degree colleges, universities and other higher
education institutions should be under the Central
Government,through
the
Higher
Education
Commission. The Commission will ensure uniform
policies, standards and syllabi,and curricula for all
institutions of higher learning.
The textbooks should be the same all over the country.
A student migrating from one college to any other in the
country will face no difficulty in picking up the studies
from where he left.
The Commission will provide all textbooks and other
study material in PDF and supply free to all students.
The availability will be through the National Book
Foundation, which has authority under the law to
reproduce foreign books.
Schools up to Class 12 should be under District Govt
Education up to 12th class should be under District
Governments. District Governments should improve
conditions and increase the number of educational
institutions under them.
District Governments will provide basic facilities in all
present schools as soon as possible and will upgrade
present educational institutions to meet the requirements
of the people.
District Governments will set up new educational
institutions to meet the needs of the population, in
accordance with the approved formulas of educational
authorities.
Abolish quota for rural students in educational
institutions
The students from rural areas of the Punjab and Sindh
are allowed quota ineducational institutions. This may
appear to be beneficial but is, in reality, causing great
harm. Instead of promoting education in the rural areas,
the quota is creating social tensions and providing a
ground for agitation in the urban areas.
The students from rural areas get a double advantage.
First, they compete on merit and get many seats on this
basis. Then they claim their quota. This causes great
resentment among the students in the cities who are at
a great disadvantage. They cannot go anywhere else
while the rural students can, as a last resort, easily go
back to the colleges in their own areas.
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The problem does not end after admission on a quota
basis. The students, if they decide to live in their own
villages, face transport problems. Either the transport
services are not adequate or there are frequent squabbles
with the bus drivers, which sometimes cause law and
order problems.
If the rural students want to stay in the college
hostels, another set of problems arises. The hostel
accommodation is often inadequate even for the genuine
needs of the urban students and it is very difficult to meet
the additional demand from the rural students. Then the
lack of self-discipline in hostel life leads to many social
problems as the rural students find themselves free from
parental control for the first time and are unable to resist
the temptations of the urban life.
The solution lies in abolishing the rural quota, along
with all other quotas, before the problem is taken up as
a basis for agitation. The best way to promote higher
education in the rural areas will be to open new colleges
near them and raise the standards of the present ones
equal to those in the urban areas.
How to increase public library facilities in cities
Our cities are expanding rapidly, making it very difficult
to make use of the public library facilities. The libraries
do not have branches in various parts of large cities and
continue to be confined to only one place.
The paucity of funds is no doubt there. The bigger
problem, however, is the concept that a public library
should be located only in its own premises. With the
present costs of land and construction being very high,
it is extremely difficult for a public library to get funds
for setting up new branches elsewhere in the city. On the
other hand, the long distances and inadequate transport
facilities make it very difficult for people in the suburbs
to visit the main library in the city center. But that
should not deprive the students and others should of
library facilities.
There are two alternatives to make the public library
facilities available to the people in all parts of a city:
a. Joining hands with college libraries. Every degree
college has a library, which is open only during the
college hours. The same library can open in the
evenings also and serve the needs of the public, in
addition to students. The same staff can work in the
evenings on a shift basis or full or part-time staff
may be hired.
In compensation, the central public library may:
i. Provide from its own resources reference and other
books and periodicals of general interest to the
college library;
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ii. allocate some funds to the college library.
b. Renting premises. In all city areas, accommodation
may be available in some government building,
with or without rent. Then some philanthropists
may offer their own premises with nominal rent or
free of charge. In all such cases, the central library
may open branches in available premises in various
parts of the city.
After opening its branches, the central library may
start a service under which its members in the suburbs
may inform the nearest local library branch about the
books or other material that they need for study. The
central library may then deliver the needed books or
material to the member through the relevant branch.
This arrangement will allow the members to avail of the
services of the central public library without suffering
waste of time and the inconvenience of going there
personally.
It is thus possible to expand the services of public
libraries all over a city with only a small increase in
expenditure.
Discourage consumption of cold drinks and fast
foods
Cold drinks and fast foods of foreign origin are
causing great harm to our health. We know quite well
that diabetes and obesity are two common problems.
There is another serious problem. Cold drink factories
use underground water, which has large quantities of
pesticides, insecticides and other chemicals used in
agriculture. The Government must require them to use
underground water only after removing all chemicals.
To discourage their use, the Government must ban the
consumption of cold drinks and fast foods in all schools,
colleges,and other educational institutions. The sale and
consumption should also be banned in all Government
offices and institutions, as is done in case of cigarettes.
The Government must not allow new factories of cold
drinks and restaurants of fast foods. Expansion of the
present ones should also not be allowed.
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FISTULA
On World Fistula Day
Marriage is a precious bond
formed between two people but
early marriages pose a number
of health complications for
girls. Sudden shift in roles,
responsibilities and environment
creates a stress. Their physical and
Ms. Samia Shah
psychological immaturity to deal
with emerging needs leads to illnesses like; depression,
sepsis, obstructed labor, HIV, and fistula. These issues
are completely preventable, but its roots are deep rooted
down. Social, cultural and economic factors have
encouraged rural and semi-urban population of Pakistan
for many decades to marry a girl as early as possible to
save her from the most expected abuse. They tend to
believe that early marriage of a girl will disburden them
from feeding and educating her. There is a need to repattern this practice. Educating girls and making them
self-reliant is a key to its implementation.
A number of feminists believe early marriage is also a
form of torture because it deprives a girl of her childhood
besides creating so many problems in her post-marital
life. This leaves deep psychological and physical
impacts on the personality of a woman. According to
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), over
140 million girls will become child brides by 2020. The
women who are married off at early age under social
and tribal customs are the most vulnerable group in
Pakistani society. Women in rural or semi-rural areas
are suffering from severe health conditions due to early
marriages. One of the curses of early marriages is fistula.
According to an Egyptian gynecologist, “Women are
not dying because of the diseases we can’t treat, they
are dying because; we as a society is yet to decide; their
lives are worth living for us.”
Women living in rural and underprivileged areas of
Pakistan often have to travel many miles to access
healthcare, which they have to pay for. Many leave
education at a young age when they get married. As a

result women often suffer from long, difficult labour
and childbirth and can develop obstetric fistulas, where
a permanent passageway is made between the vagina,
bladder and sometimes the large intestine resulting in
constant leaking of urine and faeces. Young girls are
particularly prone to fistula as their bodies aren’t mature
enough to go through labour. These women often
become social outcasts, causing extreme hardships and
psychological trauma to them. Often they are forced
to live with cattle thinking they are possessed by some
Shaitan or a kind of wrath (azab) has been imposed on
them because of their sins. Often doctors are also not
entrusted to cure this disease because it is a disease of
poor people, who are not able to pay huge amounts of
money.
Obstetric fistula is preventable and, in most cases, can
be surgically repaired but it is extremely costly for the
women living on the bottom layer of social stratification.
A simple surgical treatment could cost Rs 20,000 to Rs
40,000. In a country where more than 60 million people
live below the poverty line and minimum wage is just Rs
14,000, this appears to be a staggering amount, which
a common man cannot afford. The government has
miserably failed in providing quality health facilities to
the people living on bottom layer of social stratification.
So, in many cases women have no place to go to get
fistula treated.
However, Koohi Goth Hospital, Karachi, also known
as Fistula Center and Women’s hospital, has been
doing a great service by providing free treatment to
such women. Located in one of the most backward and
underprivileged areas of the metropolis, it has been
attracting thousands of patients for years. The facility
does not have any cash counter. From surgery to postsurgical care everything is free at the hospital. It is a
400-bedded health care center where all obstetrics and
gynecology services are provided free of cost and without
any discrimination of race, color, caste or creed. Here,
great efforts are made to provide rehabilitation services
to the underprivileged women of Pakistan; especially
to fistula patients (an acquired disease in which, due to
child birth complications, there is a false connection
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which causes continuous leakage of urine and/or feces).
This is the only charity fistula treatment center in South
Asia, and provides state of the art laparoscopy surgery
and fistula management training.
The health facility has also been training hundreds of
mid-wives who go back to their home-towns with a skill
that not only helps them find a livelihood but they are
also the great messengers of change. They have been
creating awareness about fistula and other diseases.
In addition to that they are also informing rural folks
about the health implications that are caused by early
marriages. These mid-wives are doing a great service
in the field of reproductive health. Most of these midwives belong to rural areas of Sindh and other parts
of the country. In rural areas women are not allowed
to venture out of their villages but if their parents
are sending them to Karachi, hundreds or possibly
thousands of kilometers away, that reflects their trust in
the hospital.

Shah Syed, who is a left-wing individual, is running
this free health facility while Indus hospital, Karachi,
being run by right-wing religious minded people,
also do not charge for extending medical facilities to
poor people. This shows that the ambition to serve the
suffering humanity transcends all ideologies. All those
who believe in extending help and succor to suffering
humanity should step forward and strengthen such
individuals.
The establishment of such excellent health facilities
shows that if there is a will, things can be done without
much difficulty. One wonders as to why the government
does not hand over public sector hospitals to such
individuals. Through their sheer hard work, they have
proved that free and quality health facility could be
given to poor people. If the state is really interested in
providing free and quality healthy facility, it must seek
the help of people like Dr. Sher Shah Syed.

In the holy month of Ramzan these poor patients can get
The hospital is being looked after by Dr Sher Shah new life from our generous contribution the account
Syed and a myriad of other doctors and medical link to contribute your zakat is:
professionals. In an age where people are obsessed with Account Title: KOOHI GOTH WOMEN HOSPITAL
multiplying their wealth, Dr Sher Shah Syed has been Bank: SUMMIT BANK. PLAZA QUARTERS BRANCH,
working tirelessly to ensure the women folks get this M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
crucial treatment free of cost instead of making money Account Number:
by selling medical facilities. The various blocks of the 1--2--46--20311--714--105949
hospitals have been generously developed with the Swift code-------- SUMBPKKA
help of Pakistani doctors and other well-wishers of the
center. Syed even donates all the profit that he makes
from Attia Hospital, Karachi, a health facility named
ISLAM
after his mother..
All our binding and cementing factors
The land of the hospital was owned by members of
Syed’s family. They acquired this piece of land to
develop a farm house but the family decided to build a
hospital for the underprivileged section of the society.
This should inspire thousands of people who have
acquired large swaths of land in the name of developing
farm house but in reality using it as a recreational place
instead of devoting it for the larger good of society.
The largest city of Pakistan has no dearth of the people
who have a mission to serve humanity selflessly. Dr Sher
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and structures will wither away with
time. There is a need for continuous
reckoning, learning and propagation
through teaching. Common identities
Bakhtiar
are the most precious. We will lose
these if not nourished perpetually. Namaz ba-Jamat
(
) is one such fundamental, primary and
most practiced effort.
Can you spot one binding feature, corner stone or
pillar of His Deen which is not universal?
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CENTER FOR AEROSPACE &
SECURITY STUDIES

INDIA IN THE FATF:
A FOX IN THE HENHOUSE
Brief: India’s attempts to subvert
the FATF’s Asia-Pacific mirror
body by assuming co-chairmanship
poses serious risks to the Pakistani
financial system. Attention must
be drawn to two points: First,
that Indian “oversight” poses a
Dr. Usman W. Chohan
massive conflict of interest and delegitimizes the already dubious and arbitrary operations
of the FATF; second, that India’s own failures to deal
with its colossal black economy make it the poorest
possible candidate for financial oversight in the region.

conflict of interest that it would create in international
financial oversight if the venal Indian fox watches the
henhouse; while the second argument regards India’s
own horrific record of black money. India is by any
measure one of the worst possible candidates for the
job, both in terms of the scale of India’s black money
problem, as well as the failures of the solutions it has
tried (especially demonetization).

On the first point, it is not lost on Pakistani observers
that putting India as co-chairman of the APG would
create a massive conflict of interest in the task force,
given the animosity that the Indian government has
fomented through a litany of aggression. At a time
when India is instigating a standoff with Pakistan, is the
world really to think that India should co-chair financial
Pakistan has been in the crosshairs of the Financial
oversight of Pakistan? India’s chairmanship should be
Action Task Force (FATF), which put the country on its
seen in light of a hybrid war, in usurping control of a
‘grey list’ and now threatens it with outright blacklisting.
financial standard-setter towards a mercenary agenda.
The decision to proceed with blacklisting will depend
on whether Pakistan is ‘doing enough’ to restructure its A recent occurrence with the Standing Committee on the
financial architecture to the FATF’s satisfaction. As such, Interior (SSC-I) puts the already dubious partisanship
it is crucial that the FATF’s assessment be nonpartisan, of the FATF in perspective. On March 12th 2019, the
dispassionate, and nonpolitical. At the same time, those SSC-I panel slammed the FATF for discriminating
who are chairing the FATF must be able to demonstrate against Pakistan and according preferential treatment
that they shall neither abuse the FATF’s mandate for to India by ignoring substantial evidence about New
their narrow interests, nor weaponize it against any Delhi’s involvement in terror financing. The SSC-I,
chaired by Senator Rehman Malik, regretted that India
member country.
“continued enjoying an undeclared immunity as no
In that context, it has been a cause of alarm in Pakistan,
and a disgrace for the FATF, that India has vied for co- action was being taken against it despite all evidence of
chairmanship of the Asia-Pacific Group (APG), which terror financing.”
is the regional mirror body of the FATF. The underlying
concern is that India’s subversion of the FATF will
compromise the integrity and impartiality of the body
by distorting its assessments. This would effectively
turn the APG and FATF it into instruments of economic
violence in Pakistan, since blacklisting could have
worrisome effects on Pakistan’s banking system, on its
flow of remittances, on its philanthropic organizations,
on the flow of foreign investment, and on the country’s
negotiations with international organizations such as
the IMF.

Senator Malik explained that he had written a letter
to FATF President Marshall Billingslea on Feb 14th,
seeking action against Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi for protecting international fugitives involved in
the biggest-ever credit fraud and money laundering.
He said that he had sent the letter with all the evidence
proving that Prime Minister Modi was involved in
money laundering and terror financing as he was
supporting the RSS (Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh)
— “the biggest terrorist organization.”

However, the weak response of Mr. Billingslea was that
There are two important arguments that must be the FATF “was not an investigative or prosecutorial
advanced in rejecting India’s legitimacy as co-chair body,” a point which Senator Malik contested, since if
of the APG. The first argument is about the massive the FATF could not open a case against PM Modi for
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terror financing and money laundering, “then how was economy, are necessary to understand the dilemma that
taking up a case against Pakistan and putting it on the Pakistan’s financial architecture faces. Pakistan must
do its utmost to prevent Indian subversion of the APG
‘grey list’”?
Senator Malik disclosed that he had written another and the FATF, because given the consequences that
letter to the FATF president, explaining how it was legal blacklisting entails, it may be very unpleasant to sit with
to take stern action against PM Modi. In his letter to the venal Indian fox guarding our financial henhouse.

the FATF president, Senator Malik reminded him that a References:
formal inquiry against Pakistan was initiated based on 1. Indian Express (2017). “Indian ‘shadow economy’ to shrink to
13.6 per cent of GDP by 2025: ACCA” https://indianexpress.
a complaint from the United States alleging Pakistan’s
com/article/business/economy/indian-shadow-economy-toinvolvement in terror funding and money laundering,
shrink-to-13-6-per-cent-of-gdp-by-2025-acca-4731993/
and consequently the FATF placed Pakistan on the ‘grey 2. The Economic Times (2018). “Demonetisation led to highest
fake currency, suspicious transactions: Report”
list’. “Therefore, the stance taken by the FATF vis-à-vis
my complaint against Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Introduction
Modi was not based on facts and practice of the FATF,”
the Senator appropriately noted. The Pakistani public
Dr. Usman Chohan is Director at Center
must recognize the double-standards in the FATF’s ploy.
On the second line of argument, the fact that India
should be using the FATF is incredible given its
own horrific record of dark money and shadowy
transactions. According to the India Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), India’s
shadow economy amounts to 17.22% of GDP, which
would equate to $516 billion dollars.1 In other words,
India’s shadow economy alone is larger than the entire
economy of the UAE, Malaysia, or Denmark. Are
we really to think that such a country is capable of
overseeing black money elsewhere?
Given that India has massive black money problem,
we might consider the solutions they have tried to
implement. In that regard, the BJP government’s shoddy
and sweeping attempts to supposedly counter the black
economy have included a demonetization campaign,
which a consensus of economists and the Reserve
Bank of India alike have deemed an abject failure, not
just in hurting economic growth and decimating more
than 1.5 million jobs, but also in growing the number
of illicit transactions (particularly counterfeit currency
to replace the demonetization) by an alarming 480%.2
With so much dark money slushing around, including
for illicit activities and terrorist initiatives, the idea of
India being a co-chair is absurd.
Both of these lines of argument, of hijacking the APG for
political interests, or of failing to curb their own black
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A QUESTION
A question can help in many ways to
live this day as a new day.
•

To remove deficiencies in A
(Affective) S (Skills) and K
(Knowledge) ASK. ASK is called
domain of learning.

Bakhtiar

•

To confirm, whether, what i knew till the end of
yesterday was right.

•

To do better than yesterday; in yielding, in
delivering and being benevolent.

•

To dig and explore this new day a bit more.
Ask Him, did He give you this day to repeat
yesterday!

•

To help moving out of the bondage and the
slavery of ‘reactive mode’.

Have a new Question and set out to have a new
Day. It may help you Grow, and not merely age.
Alternatively one may repeat yesterday. All nonliving non-responsible things get old, wear-out and
wither away.
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LETTERS TO EDITOR

May 22nd, 2019

Col. Riaz Jafri (Retd)

Foreign Exchange ALERT

A few days back a friend purchased US$ 1,000/= from open market which he wanted to sell now that the
dollar rate had increased somewhat. To his horror he came to know that all ten 100 dollar bills were fake. The
money changer told him that a lot of fake Dollars, Pounds and Euros (in fact most foreign currencies) were
in circulation and someone had passed on the fake bills to him. My friend rushed to the money dealer he had
purchased the dollars from, but he simply refused to take them back saying, “we don’t deal in fake currencies”.
May 25th, 2019
Fiscal Deficit
Pakistan is faced with one of the worst fiscal deficits of its history. The only way to combat it is to cut down
the expenditure and increase the income.
Decreasing spending is a short term and comparatively an easier measure than increasing revenue, (not through
taxes) which is more sustainable in the long run. Most non-essentials can be cut out readily though a few with a
spending addiction may find it hard to do so. For them a national culture of savings will have to be introduced.
Import of POL. is one of our major expenses which can be easily curtailed. One can see the “wastage” by the
number of cars carrying only one person in it most of the time. One person going to the office. One student
going to school, college or university. One shop keeper going to the shop and parking the car there for the
rest of the day causing traffic congestion also. This fuel consumption can easily be cut down to one half, one
third or one fourth by “motor pooling” and the commuters taking their turns daily in rotation. Next, govt. can
introduce plying of “odd” and “even” number ! plate vehicles (except commercial transport) on alternate days.
That is; the odd number plate vehicles on Monday and even number plate vehicles on Tuesday, so on so forth.
This measure alone will cut down the fuel imports by almost one third.
The financial pundits and gurus can come up with similar many more measures to cut down the expenses to
reduce the fiscal deficit, which we all as patriotic citizens should feel proud to abide by gladly.
June 9, 2019
Judges Reference
Pakistan Bar Council’s call for protest on June 14th is not understood by a layman like me. Does it think
the reference against Justice Faiz Isa unconstitutional? Or that it is malafide in nature, based upon false
information to implicate him unjustifiably?
If any of above two suppositions are correct then the PBC should take the matter to the Supreme Court of
Pakistan to decide. And if not, then does the PBC not have confidence in the Supreme Judicial Council that it
shall do justice only and nothing else but justice?
Does the PBC by resorting to such activism intend to cow down the govt. to withdraw the reference against
the Honourable Justice?
If the custodians of the law themselves resort to such highhanded activism, then one can’t help bemoaning
and wailing:
“Choon Kufr Barkhezad ze Ka’ba Kuja Manad Muslamani”
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ABDUL MATEEN ANSARI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
(AMS) REPORT - 2019
Mr. Kashif
Mateen Ansari

Ser
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Contributors

BBF
Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari
ACM Kaleem Saadat
Bakhtiar Hakeem
Gen Liaqat Ali
Col Nasir
Mr. Ahmed Ali
Dr. Sami Ullah Malik
Prof Jalil Aali
Col Riaz Hussain Jafri
Air Cdre Mansoor Shaukat
Mr. Daniyal Ahmed
Lt Gen Naeem Khalid Lodhi
Mr. Osama Waris (SB)
Gen Javeed Iqbal
Brig Asig Haroon Raja
Mr. Rana Abdul Baqi
Admiral Iftikhar A Sirohey - AMS
Contribution
Total
Beneficiaries
APCOMS
5
HITEC
6
UET Taxila
8
Ranra School
3
COMSATS Wah
1
Al-Aziz Public School
2
Cadet College Swat
1
Foundation Univ Rwp Campus 2
Foundation Univ Isb (FUI)
1
Paid to Beneficiaries
Total:
No of Institutions:
No of Students:

Jan

Feb

24,000
5,760
4,800
5,760
960

Mar

2,880

2,880

5,760

960
2,400
480
480

960

1,920
960

9,600
76,800
28,800

8,640

May

1,920
960

19,200
4,800

1,920

41,280

7,200

85,000
194,000
30,000

9
25

115,000
424,000
690
424,690
9
25

119,040

19,200

13,200

90,000
308,200
1,620
309,820
9
29

619,327
24,000
17,280
4,800
9,600
4,800
2,400
480
480
9,600
76,800
28,800
8,640
19,200
4,800
1,920
28,800

55,680

242,400

50,000

50,000
1,824
51,824
9
29

Total

28,800

95,000
110,000

150 plus students at 11 different institutions have
been interviewed so far, in last six years. 45 of
these
beneficiaries
have
completed
thier
studies.
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Bal 2018:
Received so far:
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Total Exp:
Bal as on 31 May 19:

95,000
195,000
194,000
30,000
13,200
50,000
115,000
90,000
782,200
4,134
786,334

619,327
242,400
861,727
786,334
75,393
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